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Hardwood For MDF Price!
®

Good quality timber for shutters is not cheap, but biowood PLUS Shutters give you all of
®
the beneﬁts without the price tag. biowood PLUS Plantation Shutters are hand-crafted in
our workshops in whichever style, colour, and frame design that you wish.
®
Every biowood PLUS Plantation Shutter undergoes a series of quality checks at every stage
of manufacturing.
®

You can design your own biowood PLUS Plantation Shutters by mixing and matching frame
®
designs and panel colours to create shutters that are uniquely biowood PLUS . The choice of
®
decorating possibilities with biowood PLUS Plantation Shutters is virtually endless.
®

biowood PLUS Shutters are available in 20 paint colours and a wide range of louvre sizes, but

the biggest beneﬁt is the fact you can hinge 3 panels together to provide a shutter solution ideal
for large windows and expanses with the hardwood panels keeping the weight of shutters down to
help prevent bowing and warping.

Made to order shutter styles
with endless design possibilities

Construction features
Master craftsmanship

®

biowood PLUS Shutters come in a range of tilt rods; the rod that is ﬁxed to all the louvres and

enables them to be opened and closed at once, including oﬀset tilt rods that can be placed to the left
or right of the shutter panel, central tilt rods in the centre of the shutter panels, hidden tilt rods
recommended for stability and strength and concealed tilt rods that are integrated into the stile and
therefore not visible from the inside.

Personalization
Choice of colours
20 paint colors from which to select the
perfect match for your home.

Choice of frame options
A choice of frame designs to complement
your décor. Our patented deco frame adds
decorative moulding to plain windows, and
installation fasteners are hidden.

Designer hinge colors
Coordinate with paints, stains and home
hardware.

Every shutter is built using centuries-old traditional
skills combined with cutting-edge developments in timber
and joinery.

Hand-selected premium hardwoods
Quarter-sawn timbers give a ﬁne straight grain with
outstanding long-term performance. Uniform appearance
with rich wood character in stains, smooth paint ﬁnishes.

Mortise and Tenon joints
BRUSHED COLORS
Extra choices of ten modern stained and
brushed colors.

The strongest joints used in any form of joinery.

Recessed magnets

No bulky bolt-on magnets to be seen.

Louvers selection
63mm, 76mm, 89mm, 114mm.

Hidden, concealed, centre and
offset tilt rod
Provides clear view and a streamlined appearance.

French door cut-outs
Customise French doors and permit
diﬀerent styles of doorknob.

Stainless steel fasteners
Resist corrosion

Heirloom furniture quality ﬁnish

Every shutter is hand sanded and painted or stained
ﬁve times, giving a high lustre and translucent ﬁnish.

Prescription Wood Conditioning

This ensures the long-term integrity of every shutter.

THE PANELS ARE
MANUFACTURED FROM
PREMIUM HARDWOODS,
THE WOOD OF PAULOWNIA
TREE.

Wooden Plantation Shutters
Everything about your biowood PLUS® Plantation Shutters
can be customised to your preference. Your choice of movement,
colour, shape, hardware, and ﬁnish.

Concealed Tilt
Easily tilts a whole panel of louvres without a tilt rod.
Provides tighter closure, a wider view, easy cleaning, and a
more streamlined appearance.

Custom color match
Complement your room and windows with our custom
colour match.

Wide panel capability
Provides fewer panels and a wider view.

Special shapes
Available including circles, arches, angles
and French doors.
It is also our most eco timber as its grown to full height in
only 8 years and harvested like wheat.
It is grown to make shutters thereby locking up carbon better
than the Kyoto treaty does.
GREEN

®
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GREEN

shutters

®

When you invest in Green Plantation Shutters you want to
be certain that you are getting shutters that will, in eﬀect, last
you a lifetime. Certainly, at some future time you might decide
to sell your home and move on, but you want your shutters to
look as good as the day they were installed and, indeed, add to
the value of your home.
®
Green Plantation Shutters achieve exactly this. They are
created by craftsmen using the U-PVC co-polymer which is the
same material that is used in car parts, home appliances, and
motorcyclists’ crash helmets. If it can protect a motorcyclist,
then you can be certain that it is tough.
Tough, but nonetheless stunning to look at, and adding
sophistication and elegance to your windows. Wide panel
capability means that fewer panels are needed, which provides
a correspondingly bigger and streamlined view of the outside.
®
Green Plantation Shutters give you the best of all worlds.
GREEN

®

Construction features
Created by master craftsmen

Every shutter is hand-built by master craftsmen who have years of
experience.

Tough materials
U-PVC co-polymers will withstand not only boisterous handling
by children or pets, but accidental damage, damp, heat, and fading
and yellowing from ultra-violet light.

Mortise and Tenon joints
The strongest joints known to man.

Recessed magnets
Streamlined appearance, no visible clunky bolt-on magnets.

Stainless steel fasteners

Resistant to rust and corrosion.

The perfect ﬁnish
A choice of the most beautiful colours to complement every
window and every room
GREEN

®

Personalization
Special shapes
®

Green Plantation Shutters can be created in any shape required,
to ﬁt arches, circles, pyramid tops, or whatever you desire.

A choice of colours
Choose from 20 palettes to match your décor.

Multiple frame options
A selection of frame designs that will bring out the best in any
window.

Choice of hinge colors
To match your windows, your room colour scheme, and
complement your shutter colour.

Louvers selection
63mm, 76mm, 89mm, 114mm.

Hidden, concealed and offset tilt rod
Provides greater view and a streamlined ﬁnish.
GREEN

®

Plantation Shutters - Evolved
Green® Custom Plantation Shutters oﬀer the best of all worlds.

With panels up to 890mm wide you get far better through vision,
and a choice of a palette of 20 diﬀerent paints to complement
your room and your lifestyle. Green® Plantation Shutters can
quite literally last a lifetime – and probably even longer. You will
be able to hand your new shutters down to your children in years
to come.
Panels up to 890mm wide for wider views and a more
streamlined proﬁle;
Special shapes include arches, circles, pyramids, angles,
French doors, and more;
100% Waterproof, industry leading color-fastness;
Moisture resistant and will not fade, yellow, warp, scratch,
crack, or break, under normal conditions;
Lightweight material – a breeze to clean;
Built tough with added resistance to denting, UV-inhibiting,
resist fading;
Limited lifetime warranty as standard.

GREEN

®

®

LIFETIME Supreme shutters
Supreme

®

There is nothing quite like the eﬀect of traditional natural wood in
®

the home. Our Supreme Wooden Shutters can be stained and
polished like a piece of antique furniture and are also oﬀered in a
range of colours. They can be built to ﬁt any type of window
conﬁguration and there is a wide choice of frame styles. Top and
bottom rails can be hand-carved by our craftsmen, and you have a
choice of handles and hinges from which to select.
.
Every shutter that we build is subject to ongoing quality control
checks – 25 of them in all – at every stage of the manufacturing
process. This ensures that when we install your shutters they will
ﬁt perfectly and that your windows will have a look that is uniquely
yours.
.
®

Not only do our Supreme Wooden Shutters enhance the quality
of your life and environment in which you live, you can be sure that
they will continue to do so. They are built to last a lifetime.
LIFETIME SHUTTERS BEST MONEY CAN BUY!
.

Supreme

®

Construction features
Master craftsmanship

Every shutter is built using centuries-old traditional skills combined
with cutting-edge developments in timber and joinery.

Hand-selected premium basswood
Quarter-sawn timbers give a ﬁne straight grain with outstanding
long-term performance.
Uniform appearance with rich wood character in stains, smooth paint
ﬁnishes

Mortise and Tenon joints

The strongest joints used in any form of joinery.

Recessed magnets

No bulky bolt-on magnets to be seen.

Stainless steel fasteners
Resist corrosion

Heirloom furniture quality ﬁnish

Every shutter is hand sanded and painted or stained
ﬁve times, giving a high lustre and translucent ﬁnish.

Prescription Wood Conditioning

This ensures the long-term integrity of every shutter.

Supreme

®

Personalization
Special shapes
Customisation for every individual window, no matter what the shape.

A choice of colours
20 diﬀerent stains and 20 paints from which to select the perfect
match for your home.

Choice of frame options
A choice of frame designs to complement your décor.
Our patented deco frame adds decorative moulding to plain windows,
and installation fasteners are hidden.

Designer hinge colors
Coordinate with paints, stains and home hardware.

Louvers selection
50mm, 63mm, 76mm, 89mm, 114mm

Hidden, concealed and offset tilt rod
Provides clear view and a streamlined appearance.

French door cut-outs
Customise French doors and permit diﬀerent styles of doorknob.

Supreme

®

Supreme ® Wooden Plantation Shutters are
hand-crafted from the ﬁnest
® basswood one of the strongest and most dense hardwoods known to
man. They are created for those who demand only the best
that money can buy and will settle for nothing less than
outstanding elegance and sophistication in their homes.

strengh
LIFETIME

Wooden Plantation Shutters
A More Perfect User Experience
®

shutters

The strongest option of shutter material

Everything about your Supreme Wooden Plantation
Shutters can be customised to your preference. Your
choice of movement, colour, shape, hardware, and ﬁnish.

Shutters are available in 6 paint colours and a wide range of
louvre sizes, but the biggest beneﬁt is the fact that they are best suited
for outdoor shutters, which is resistant to rain and sunshine.

Concealed Tilt

In addition to their unique design,
Shutters reduce heat
losses and minimise heating costs. They also provide comprehensive
protection even against burglary and improve the indoor climate,
even in summer. They are notable for the variety of designs and features.

Easily tilts a whole panel of louvres without a tilt rod.
Provides tighter closure, a wider view, easy cleaning, and a
more streamlined appearance.

Custom color match
Complement your room and windows with our custom
colour match.

Wide panel capability
Provides fewer panels and a wider view.

Special shapes
Available including circles, arches, angles
and French doors.

Supreme

®

Shutters are manufactured entirely from aluminium and
can be ﬁtted to almost any window and door and the louvres are fully
adjustable. Each unit is taylored to ensure a precision ﬁt and perfect
functionality. Aluminium shutters will withstand the weather extremes,
from sun and snow, to seaspray and all but the ﬁercest storms. They give
you the versatility to control privacy, natural airﬂow and shade while still
allowing you to enjoy the view.

Earth

®

Aluminium Security

Shutters
Construction features
Master craftsmanship

Safety comes ﬁrst, it's true, but there is no reason it can’t be elegant
and sturdy.

THE STRONGEST OPTION OF SHUTTER MATERIAL WE HAVE IN OUR RANGE
AND ARE KNOWN FOR THEIR IRON FISTED SECURE NATURE
This shutter is made from a powder coated, architectural grade, aluminium material

BEST CHOICE FOR THOSE WHO ARE FEELING SECURITY CONSCIOUS
Reliable sturdiness that is resistant to both nosey and active burglars

MULTIPLE CHOICES LOCKS
Aesthetically pleasing window treatment without compromising on security

Manufactured from aluminium
They are manufactured entirely from aluminium and can be ﬁtted to
almost any window and door and the louvres are fully adjustable.
Each unit is taylored to ensure a precision ﬁt and perfect functionality.

Mechanism
Supplied with hinges, brackets and divider rail.
Tracks for smooth operation.

Light Control

Personalization
choice of colours
6 paint colors from which to select the perfect match for your home.

Choice of frame options
A choice of frame designs to complement your décor.

Yes. Light control depends on the louvres tilt when closing/opening.

Privacy Control
85% - 100% depending on angle of the louvre.

Resilience
Aluminium shutters will withstand the weather extremes, from sun
and snow, to seaspray and all but the ﬁercest storms. They give you
the versatility to control privacy, natural airﬂow and shade while still
allowing you to enjoy the view.

Earth

®

Designer hinge colors
Coordinate with paints, stains and home hardware.

Louvers selection
63mm, 89mm, 114mm

Hidden tilt
Provides clear view and a streamlined appearance.

Earth

®

Aluminium Security
Plantation Shutters
Everything about your
Shutters
can be customised to your preference.
Your choice of movement, colour, shape,
h a r d w a re , a n d ﬁ n i s h . T h e y a re
manufactured entirely from aluminium
and can be ﬁtted to almost any window
and door and the louvres are fully
adjustable.
.
Wide panel capability - 1500mm
Provides fewer panels and a wider view.
Best choice for those who are feeling
security conscious.
Reliable sturdiness that is resistant to
both nosey and active burglars.
Aesthetically pleasing window
treatment without compromising
on security.
Mortice Dead Locks available - can
only be operated with a key

Earth

®

durability of
LIFETIME

shutters

By incorporating our very best ideas, design, and knowledge, we give
you
. When investing in
Plantation Shutters you
want to be certain that you are getting shutters that will, in eﬀect, last
you a lifetime. Certainly, at some future time you might decide to sell
your home and move on, but you want your shutters to look as good as
the day they were installed and, indeed, add to the value of your home.
Plantation Shutters achieve exactly this. They are created by
craftsmen using the U-PVC co-polymer which is the same material
that is used in car parts, home appliances, and motorcyclists’ crash
helmets. If it can protect a motorcyclist, then you can be certain that
it is tough.
.
Tough, but nonetheless stunning to look at, and adding sophistication
and elegance to your windows. Wide panel capability means that fewer
panels are needed, which provides a correspondingly bigger and
streamlined view of the outside.
Plantation Shutters give you
the best of all worlds.
.

Tough and Elegant

Shutters
Construction features
Created by master craftsmen

Every shutter is hand-built by master craftsmen who have
years of experience.

Tough materials
U-PVC co-polymers will withstand not only boisterous
handling by children or pets, but accidental damage, damp,
heat, and fading and yellowing from ultra-violet light.

Mortise and Tenon joints
The strongest joints known to man.

Recessed magnets
Streamlined appearance, no visible clunky bolt-on magnets.

Evolved Customization
Custom Plantation Shutters oﬀer the best of all worlds. With panels up to
850mm wide you get far better through vision, and a choice of a palette of 3 diﬀerent white
paints to complement your room and your lifestyle.
Plantation Shutters can
quite literally last a lifetime – and probably even longer. You will be able to hand your new
shutters down to your children in years to come.
Panels up to 850mm wide for wider views and a more streamlined proﬁle;
100% Waterproof, industry leading color-fastness;
Moisture resistant and will not fade, yellow, warp, scratch, crack, or break,
under normal conditions;
Lightweight material – a breeze to clean;
Built tough with added resistance to denting, UV-inhibiting, resist fading;
Limited lifetime warranty as standard.

Personalization
choice of colours
6 paint colors from which to select the perfect match for your home.

Multiple frame options
A selection of frame designs that will bring out the best in any window.

Stainless steel fasteners
Resistant to rust and corrosion.

The perfect ﬁnish
A choice of the most beautiful colours to complement every
window and every room

Warranty
Limited lifetime warranty as standard.

Choice of hinge colors
To match your windows, your room colour scheme, and complement
your shutter colour.

Louvers selection
63mm, 76mm, 89mm 114mm.

Hidden, concealed and offset tilt rod
Provides greater view and a streamlined ﬁnish.

The Factory

The Training
Facility

e build quality into all Lifetime Shutters products to ensure
long-term performance and value. The result is a trouble-free
shutter ownership experience. Contact your windows coverings
profesional today for a consultantions.
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www.lifetimeshutters.com

